Objective: (MYSA By-law)
The objective of the MYSA shall be to implant firmly in the children of the community the ideals of good
sportsmanship, honesty, loyalty, courage and respect for authority, so that they may be well adjusted,
stronger and happier children and will grow to be good, decent, healthy and trustworthy citizens.
Mission (Ralph D’Emilia)
Provide a safe environment for all of our kids where they have fun and are able to play to the best of
their ability. Communicate that the team comes first and that no one individual is above the team.
This means no individual awards. Decisions shall be for the betterment of the players.
Vision (Ralph D’Emilia)
Provide our players with the skills necessary to grow and play to the best of their ability with respect to
their teammates, coaches, referees and opponents and the sport as a whole. We will provide them with
the best possible skills training by making sound financial decisions that directly benefit the kids.
Training of players shall be a top priority and recruiting parents/volunteers that are willing to learn from
the best teachers within the league and from outside organizations that we choose to align with. Ideally
we improve their motor skills, coordination, foot skills, fundamental techniques and develop a positive
environment where they build self-esteem and confidence.
Style of play: Shall be consistent and start with mites and progress through our Travel Program. The
End result will start with a strong goalkeeper and building from our defense where they are comfortable
controlling the ball and carrying from the defender position. Ball possession will be critical in all
positions and Midfielders should have Strong Field presence to support their defenders, counter attack
their opponents and distribute the ball accurately to their forwards. Forwards should make key
decisions to move the ball backward, lateral or forward and have strong skills to carry the ball past
defenders and strike accurately. Communication, ball possession, great sportsmanship and playing to
the best of their ability while having fun is the key to our success.
Culture (Ralph D’Emilia)
Organize events that bring the entire soccer community together (the players, the coaches and the
parents). For example have a large event for our Spring opening day that brings the entire organization
together as one. Highlight all teams on our website and Facebook page across all ages both boys and
girls and include in town and travel. Create a culture were kids are proud to wear their Jersey the day
before a game. We celebrate our success together and watch each other’s games.
Board Members (Ralph D’Emilia)
Prepare in advance and be accountable for your role and responsibility. Work toward financial stability
where we can grow our league and have excess funds for our future. Leaders show the way and
organize dinner dances for all the parents, not just volunteers and explore fundraising opportunities like
golf tournaments which will fund training for our players. Develop a program book to support and
appreciate those who support us and recognize sponsors. We want our board members to engage and
help with heavy lifting and participate in sub committees. We need at Large members that are fully
committed to supporting the major tasks. Encourage participation from Regular members who
eventually become our new board members.

